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Becoming one with nature is a mantra
we adhere to in Tang Soo Do, but just what
does that mean? We know that training the
body in martial arts produces speed, power,
and confidence. Confidence in oneself is
one of the things we as instructors strive to
build in our students.
Studying nature forces us to slow down.
Nature moves at a slower pace than what
we are used to in our busy daily living. It is
recommended that the serious student will
take time to study nature’s natural rhythms
as part of his training. By slowing down
periodically, we can get closer to nature.
This can be done through meditation, or by
getting out into nature to experience it.
I have many years of teaching, but I
know that I still have a long way to go, and I
am learning every day. I am on a neverending journey training to be a better Black
Belt. I know the benefits of disciplined
practice and how that practice can improve
on one’s character.
Tang Soo Do is much more than just
kicking and punching. It is much more than
having a strong body. We are to develop
our minds and also our spirits equally.

When you are born, you have a body. As
you progress your mind develops, learning
new things all the time. In TSD, the mind
and the body are to be as one. Developing
one’s spirit goes hand in hand with the
development of the mind and body.
The goal is to have the balance in and
through all three: mind, body, and spirit.
Rigorous training in TSD can strengthen all
three. It is important to focus on all three
when training. Concentrating on them, as
you practice, builds mind and spirit along
with strengthening the body.
Building one’s spirit is an everyday
chore, but it is vital in becoming a serious
martial artist. Good fighters know that a
strong spirit can win out over an opponent
who may be physically stronger. In the
journey of becoming invincible, one must
have all three (mind, body and spirit)
working together equally and in rhythm.
A thought about our latest Black Belt Test:
When one prepares for an upcoming
test for promotion, you get to experience a
taste of what warriors of old went through
before battle. The soldier trains and trains
for weeks and months before the day of a
battle, and so do the students who look
forward to being certified to wear the ancient
Black Belt who train and train for their test
day. The anxiety you experience the day
before test day is very similar to what those
old warriors felt before battle. This makes
you a special person. Not many people will
submit themselves to be under the scrutiny
of a martial art test panel. My
congratulations go to all who survived the
latest Region Eight Black Belt test. We are
proud of your perseverance and sticking to
your goals.
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The WTSDA Region 8 Spring Black Belt Test
By Dung Le Hoang, Cho Dan Bo
Finally, on Saturday April 13, 2019 at
Oxford High School in PA, it was my time
after almost 5 years from the first day of
my Tang Soo Do journey and having
observed a few Black Belt test events. I
was well prepared and knew what was in
store for me on this day. Nonetheless, in
the morning when I arrived at the test site,
I felt a little nervous but at the same time
a great sense of joy and excitement that I
was about to reach another milestone in
my life to test for a Black Belt.
Before the test began, Vaughn’s
Dojang test candidates and instructors
gathered together sharing best wishes
and taking group photos with Master
Vaughn, Master Altiere, Master Lipstein,
Master Rosenkrans and Master Painter. I
felt overwhelmed with the support of
family members and everyone from the
Dojang, an extended family, who came
out to support us candidates.
As the roll call started, all candidates
lined up and took their group and session
assignments. We were divided into 8
groups, 4 in the morning session and 4 in
the afternoon sessions. I was assigned to
the afternoon session with the 50+ years
old group. After the opening ceremony
ended, Master Fattori, the Region 8
director, addressed the candidates and
encouraged everyone with the message:
it is a great achievement that you have
made it this far, so do your best and enjoy
yourself regardless of the outcome,
whether you pass or fail today.
Next was the written test, which
consisted of 100 multiple-choice
questions. I went through them quite
comfortably although there were a small
number of questions that I was
unsure about, but I then applied
Master Altiere’s strategy of choice
elimination to narrow down the
most likely answer. I had gone
through the 100 online practice
questions as well as the 200 quiz
questions and reading the gup
manual; all of this preparation
paid great dividends when it
came time for the test. Not only
was I able to answer most of the
questions correctly, but it
provided me with confidence and
some calmness during the test.
I would have preferred to do
my physical test in the morning
session to get it over and done
with. However, there was an
advantage to taking the afternoon
session—I had an opportunity to
observe other candidates taking
their tests, knowing the exact
format and the order in which the
test was conducted. Also, it gave
Dragon’s Den

more time to
revise my forms,
one-step, and
self-defense as I
watched the
candidates doing
theirs. It also
reminded me of
things that people
tended to forget
like ki haps,
pacing, breathing
and attitude.
As the
physical test in
morning session
finished, the
afternoon session
began. We were
called out to line
up according to
our rank and
designated group,
and then we started the drill. I felt a little
adrenaline rush and light headedness
during the first 10 minutes into it but as I
began to pace myself and breathed
evenly, I was able to settle in and
continue on with my test. The most
physically intense part for me was the
jump kick drill. I was almost out of breath
by the end of it, but I felt that the pre-test
was harder at the Dojang and I was well
prepared. However, for the one-steps, I
was doing them out of order and mixing
up the sequence which is one area that I
need to practice and memorize them
more. Even though I made a mistake, the
show must go on (again thanks to Master
Altiere’s wisdom).

The physicality of this test is as
challenging as described by those who
have gone through it before me. But at
the end, I was happy with my
performance, relieved that it was over and
proud of my effort and preparation.
I greatly appreciate the teaching, all
the support and encouragement from
everyone in the Dojang and all my
instructors, Master Altiere, Master
Rosenkrans, Master Painter and a special
thanks to Master Vaughn for his
leadership for building a great Dojang and
an extended family.
Tang Soo!
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Masters Camp—The Second Year
Empty Your Cup One More Time
By Scott Summers, Sam Dan
Three years ago, someone told me
that the path to Sah Dan was a marathon.
They advised me to set a steady cadence
and stick to that pace. Now that the goal
of reaching the next plateau appears to be
in reach, I can better understand the
advice. Last week, I completed my
second year at Masters Camp. Though it
was comparable to the first, it was not the
same. On your first year, you are finding
your way through the process, getting to
know your classmates who will travel with
you over the next two years, and learning
that you are a “white belt” all over again.
In your second year, you help guide the
first-year candidates, you build tighter
bonds with your classmates, and you start
to see “the light at the end of the tunnel.”
Don’t be deceived that it is all high fives
and back-slapping. Both years you are
told what to do, when to do it, and where
to do it. There is very little freedom for
exploration. Your test begins from the
time you arrive until the time you leave. It
is not just how you perform for the
evaluators on Saturday afternoon. It is
about how you perform during the threeday event. What you realize is that for all

you know, there is
still so much more to
learn. All attendees
are reminded, when
we arrive at Masters
Camp, to “empty our
cup.” If you come
thinking that you
know it all, you will
gain nothing. If you
arrive with your mind
open and ready to
receive, you will
learn everything.
As Gup students
and Black Belts, we
need to carry this
approach with us,
both inside and
outside the dojang.
If we close our
minds, leave them
full, we will never
have space to
expand and grow.
As instructors, we need to be open to new through this process that we can learn
from each other, and each become a
ideas and realize that they may come
better person.
from the most unexpected sources. It is

Vaughn’s 4th Annual Hobby Day
By Master Rosenkrans
On Saturday, April 27th, a large
group of Vaughn’s students from both the
Audubon and Phoenixville schools
enjoyed each other’s company and an
exchange of favorite occupations outside
the studio. Young and old, parents and
kids, instructors and students all brought
their hobbies to share with one another at
the 4th annual Vaughn’s Hobby Day. A
highlight of this year’s event was an
Eastern Screech Owl brought in by one of
Dragon’s Den

the parents. As in previous years, each
person with a display had an opportunity
to talk about what they had brought, and
we learned about drawing, coin
collections, crafts, electronics projects,
stone collections, Lego models, flying
models, sewing, and US combat infantry
equipment of World War II. We heard
marvelous performances on violin,
recorder, keyboard, and flute.

Congratulations and thank you to
everybody who brought something to
share and start thinking about what YOU
might bring next year for the 5th Annual
Vaughn’s Hobby Day!
See pictures on next 2 pages.
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When You Begin to Feel Idle, Try to Overcome This
By Reem Radwane, Cho Dan Bo
Editor’s Note: Miss Radwane prepared this essay for her Cho Dan requirement. It is being reprinted with her permission.
Four Years Ago
“Are you ready?” I heard my mother
call from below the stairs. I groaned,
knowing all too well what she was
referring to. From my room, I stomped to
the top of stairs. I found my mom
impatiently waiting for me at the bottom of
the steps.
“I don’t want to go!” I huffed, crossing
my arms.
“I’m afraid it’s not your choice,
sweetie. Now come down here and get
your uniform on.” My parents had
recently enrolled me in a martial arts class
at the local YMCA, although I had refused
the idea when they first suggested it. I
despised the thought of extracurricular
activities; I preferred to stay home. I
grumbled as I reluctantly obeyed my
mother’s request, slowly making my way
down the stairs.
The car ride to the YMCA would be
full of complaints from me. My parents
ignored most of them, replying to a few
with the classic, “If you give it a chance,
you might like it!” I had thought that was
nearly impossible. When we had finally
arrived, I took my time in getting out of the
car, ignoring my parents’ impatient calls to
hurry up.
After an hour and thirty minutes that
felt as if it were an eternity, my parents
had arrived once again to pick me up.
They would ask the same question. “So,
how was it?”
My answer would be the same, “I still
don’t want to go.”
Now
As you can see, early on during my
“Tang Soo Do career”, I was not so
excited about the idea of martial arts; I
didn’t like the idea of any activities that
required you to be outside. Even so, as I
slowly progressed and climbed up the
ranks, I began to realize how fun martial
arts was, albeit denying it. The new
people I had met, Saturday classes, and
tournaments all acted as a sort of
motivation for me. I found them all
pushing me to continue to pursue my
experience. I hardly felt idle at all after I
realized this; however, I would be lying if I
claimed to have rid myself of all of my idle
Dragon’s Den

ways. In fact, we would all be lying if we
said we had rid ourselves of our own
laziness. Nevertheless, it seems that
some people do not truly understand the
proper meaning of the term idleness, nor
how they may be affected by it. Most
importantly, people need to know how to
prevent idleness.

conquer your laziness. An example of
this could be that you simply don’t feel like
attending one of your classes. However,
if you convince yourself that you would
like to show up to your class, you are
overcoming your idleness, rather than
being affected by it and missing your
opportunity to train and have fun.

What does it mean to be idle?

How are people affected by idleness?

If you were to ask what idle meant,
the answer you would most likely receive
would be “to be lazy.” Due to this
misinterpretation, idle and lazy are
commonly believed to have the same
definition; however, this is not the case. If
you are idle, you are not doing anything.
For instance, if you are not busy with any
tasks, you are considered idle, since you
are not doing anything at the moment.
Furthermore, if you are lazy, you do not
want to be doing anything; you want to be
idle. To illustrate, if you are supposed to
be doing something and you simply do not
feel like doing it, that is regarded as
laziness, because you do not want to do
it. However, if you are feeling idle, you
want to be idle. Ergo, this means the
attitude requirement, “When you begin to
feel idle, try to overcome this.” refers to
wanting to be idle, rather than being idle.
When all is considered, the attitude
requirement simply encourages you to

Idleness can affect people in many
ways. For instance, it can prevent you
from doing your work, or from even
starting it. It can also severely affect your
mental health. For example, imagine you
have a long-term project due. In this
scenario you are beginning to feel idle
regarding starting the project. When the
project is first assigned, it may seem
appropriate to feel idle, as a result of the
due date seeming so far away.
Consequently, you end up pushing back
beginning the project, and before you
know it, the due date is approaching. You
may begin to feel pressured to start or
continue working on your project. Soon
after, the anxiety you will gain will begin to
eat at you, consuming most, if not all, of
your worries. Your assignment will then
become the only thing to ever cross your
mind; the what ifs will cloud your brain,
thinking up the most terrible outcomes
you could ever conceptualize.
Afterwards, the paranoia will corrupt your
mind in the worst way possible. All of this
anxiety will then continue to devour your
mental state, even after you hand in your
assignment— will the teacher notice your
poor effort? Will they notice it was
rushed? Will they call you out on it? This
will put you in a negative mindset until you
finally receive your grade, unless, of
course, the grade is less than mediocre.
Another example of your mental
health being affected by idleness is when
you are preparing for a physical test. If
you are feeling idle, you will only practice
for short periods at a time, if any, until the
test begins to approach at a much faster
pace. You will find similar anxiety to
ensue, along with asking yourself
questions such as, Am I ready?, Did I
practice enough?, and What will my
instructors think if I don’t pass?. If you are
(Continued on page 7)
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When You Begin to Feel Idle...

methods quite often. One way to prevent
idleness is to think about the benefits. For
(Continued from page 6)
instance, if you are feeling idle regarding
attending class, think about what would
a person who is far too familiar with this
happen if you did attend. Another way to
apprehension, such as myself, you may
prevent idleness is to think about the
want to consider a way to prevent this
negative outcomes. Again, if you are
dreadful experience.
feeling idle regarding coming to class,
How can you prevent idleness?
think about what would happen if you
To start, there are quite a few ways to didn’t attend. You would miss out on an
prevent feeling idle. As a common victim amazing opportunity to train, learn, and
have fun, all at the same time.
of idleness, I find myself using these

I enjoy Tang Soo Do. I enjoy class. I
enjoy learning. I enjoy teaching. I enjoy
practicing. In the end, I enjoy almost
every aspect of martial arts— and I’m
sure most can say the same— but
idleness can easily get in the way of that.
However, if you know when and how it’s
affecting you, and how you can stop it,
nothing will stand in your way of striving to
do your best and achieving the ultimate
goal of Tang Soo Do.

Women’s Self-Defense Seminar
By Jenifer Mudd, Sam Dan
On Tuesday, April 9th, Mrs. Mudd led
a women's self-defense seminar at
Sacred Heart Academy in Bryn Mawr for
26 students and parents. The two-hour
class focused on what women can do to
decrease the likelihood of becoming a
victim. With assistance from Mr. Mudd,
Mr. Otto, Ms. Otto, Mr. Yadav and Mr.
Murphy, Mrs. Mudd also taught several
basic self-defense techniques the
students could use if they did find
themselves in a dangerous situation. At
the end of the seminar, all the high school
students had an opportunity to use their
new skills to break a board. Every single
one of them tried to break...and every
single one succeeded! It was a pleasure
and a privilege to pass some of the skills
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we have learned from our training at
Vaughn's Dojang on to others as part of
our service to the wider community.
Following the self-defense seminar,
Mrs. Mudd received the following email
expressing appreciation:
Subject: A Big Thank You!

being aware of your surroundings and
the value of your VOICE!!!! Thank you
for sharing your gift and testimonies
with the SHA community and especially
our daughters. I truly appreciate all that
you do! Keep up the great work!
Please share our gratitude with your
hubby and the 5 black belts. Everyone
was so helpful.

Dear Jenifer,

God bless you!

I received a lot of positive feedback
from the parents regarding the
workshop. Not only was the workshop
fun but very informative. I know the
Senior moms and dads thought it
reinforced the importance of always

Blessings and Heart,
Amy Bounds
President of the Sacred Heart Academy
Mothers' Association
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
Audubon Dojang
Arnesh Bose, Lucia DeGele, Phalith Moza, Joshitha Sabbenini, Atiksh Singh, Kanchan Singh
Phoenixville YMCA Shaurya Tandon, Sebastien Payonk-Combes

And to Our Newest Cho Dan Bos:
Alex Mao, Ajay Mohanraj, Aditi Prakash, Kartik Tyagi, Anoushka Yadav

Testing Your Knowledge
By Scott Thompson, Sam Dan

8.
9.

c.

Front kick

d.

Knife hand block

Students should arrive at least _____ minutes before class is scheduled to start
a. 5
b. 10
c. 20

d.

15

Grandmaster Shin came to the United States in what year?
a. 1965
b. 1968
c.

1958

d.

1982

The Korean term for foot is...
a. Pahl

Moo Roop

d.

Bahl

Honor friendship

d.

Improve self-control

Grandmaster Shin’s first school in the United States was located in the city of…
a. Philadelphia, PA
b. Burlington, NC
c. Burlington, NJ

d.

Burlington, VT

The U.S. Tang Soo Do Federation was founded in what year?
a. 1965
b. 1968
c.

d.

1986

b.

Soo

c.

Which of the following is one of the 14 attitude requirements?
a. All out effort
b. Practice humility
c.

1982

The three mottos of the World Tang Soo Do Association are traditionalism, professionalism and...
a. Unity
b. Mastery
c. Dignity
d. Brotherhood

10. The Korean term for endurance is...
a. In Neh
b. Chung Shim

7. c

8. b

9. d

10. a
Dragon’s Den

c.

6. a

7.

What does Ha Dan Mahk Ki mean…
a. Low block
b. High block

Shim Kong

5. d

6.

Kukgi Bae Rye

4. b

5.

d.

d.

3. d

4.

Cha Ryut

Weh Kong

2. a

3.

c.

1. c

2.

The Korean command to come to attention is…
a. Muk Yum
b. Ba Ro
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Personal Medical Preparation for the Black Belt Test
(and Cho Dan Bo Test or Tournaments)
By Stephen Pulley, D.O., Sam Dan; Emergency and EMS Physician
Conditioning
The Black Belt Test is approximately
2.5 hours in length. You will be physically
active throughout the entire time. The
more demanding parts of the test include
pushups, squat thrusts, jump kicks, and
sparring. In order to perform well, and
avoid injury or illness, you need to be
cardio conditioned. You cannot achieve
this solely through attending class for an
hour, or so, 2 or 3 times per week. This
will require additional work on your part.
Examples can include: running, brisk
walking, biking, swimming, and longer
periods of performing the warm-up
exercises such as: push-ups, crunches,
squat thrusts, jumping jacks, burpees or
mountain climbers, in addition to
uninterrupted hand and foot drill. Also,
extended hyungs like the Sae Kye Hyungs
(all three uninterrupted) and Jae Nom (all
five Pyung Ahn Hyungs uninterrupted) will
provide a good work-out. A varied
combination of all is best and keeps it
interesting. This conditioning is even more
important for older age groups. Starting at
least 2 months in advance, add workout
sessions at least 3 days per week (in
addition to regular karate classes). Work
up to an hour of cardio over a 6-week
period. In the 3 weeks prior to the test,
you should incorporate 2-hour sessions
that mimic the entire test. To understand
what the test entails, you need to observe
a Black Belt Test, taking note of the
different aspects. You should avoid a
vigorous workout 48 hours before the test.
This will allow your muscles to heal.

sneezing. Getting an annual flu shot is
also highly recommended. If you have not
had a routine medical examination with
your personal physician in a long time, you
are strongly encouraged to get one done.
Part of wellness is making sure that
you are eating a balanced nutritious diet
and that you are well hydrated. Also,
ensure that you are getting enough sleep,
usually around 7-8 hours per night. You
may have to travel a long distance to take
the test. If this requires you to get up
substantially earlier than usual, you can
adjust your circadian rhythm by getting up
at the time you will need to on the test day
in the week before the test. It takes about
a week to reset your biorhythm. If you
would have to leave very early, you should
consider getting a hotel room the night
prior so that you can wake at a more
reasonable time and get to the testing
location.

Protective Equipment
Protective equipment is required for
sparring during testing and competition.
This includes hand and feet protectors,
helmet, mouth protector, and for males a
cup. You should also consider shin
protectors, as there is frequently contact
with this sensitive area. Well in advance
of the test, inspect your gear for fit and
serviceability (if it is worn or broken). This
will give you time to order replacements, or
make repairs. As an added tip for the test,
you will have a very brief time to “suit-up”
the protective gear for sparring. To speed
this up, keep your equipment along the
side nearby your ring, already unpacked,
and straps loose. An additional tip is to
dust sparing gear with baby powder as this
makes it easier to get the footgear on, over
sweaty feet, in a hurry.

Nutrition and Hydration on the Day of
the Test
Chronic Medical Conditions
Many candidates will grow faint during
the test sometimes progressing to
If you have chronic medical issues
(e.g., asthma, allergies or diabetes) you
vomiting. Some of these individuals are
want to make sure that these are well
not able to return to the test. A surprising
controlled in the days leading up to the test number of them did not eat breakfast
so that you can perform at your best.
before coming to the test, or breakfast was
Other conditions such as cardiac or
more than 4 hours earlier.
seizure should have medical clearance by
Have an adequate, balanced,
the individual’s physician(s). People
breakfast before you leave home. Make
competing who have significant medical
sure that it includes complex
histories should have someone
carbohydrates (whole grains, etc.) and
accompany them to the test or tournament protein as they act as time-released sugar.
that knows their medical history and has a Drink fluids, too. Immediately after you
summary of their medical history and
have taken the written test, eat a
medications typed up.
carbohydrate loaded snack, and drink
something like Gatorade or Powerade.
Technique
Personal Grooming
The salts in these will help keep the fluids
Besides honing all of your techniques,
We have seen many preventable
in your system. Keep a water bottle, and
there are specific skills that you will
issues that fit best under a category of
perhaps rapidly chewable candy, with your
employ during the test that have caused
personal grooming. With contact, we have gear. During your changes of gear and
injuries in the past. The key ones are
seen finger and toenails ripped up. Most
weapons you may be able to quickly take
breaking, takedowns, and sparring. If your of us do not train on hard wood floors.
a drink or pop the candy in your mouth.
technique is not well practiced and precise Yet, the test is on a gymnasium floor. Feet
If you are in an older age group, or
during these critical skills, you are more
encounter increased friction with turns and
higher rank test, you will most likely be in
likely to injure yourself, or your partner.
pivots. Dense callouses on the feet can
the second round of testing. You will need
Practicing these techniques with skilled
then be ripped open. The resultant pain
to bring a lunch (of protein and complex
observers suggesting adjustments is the
and disability throws off your rhythm. In
carbohydrates) and snacks with you.
best way to achieve the necessary
addition, the bleeding that usually
About an hour before your turn to test, you
precision.
accompanies these issues is a biohazard
should eat the lunch. Understanding the
to the other participants and instructors,
course of the test of the first group can
Wellness
and interrupts the rhythm of the test. If
help you with timing this. Then, once the
you sustain an injury during the test, you
You want to be at your best for the
first group has finished, eat a snack and
only have three minutes to rectify it. Any
test. Nothing is more disappointing than
drink more fluids. This is also the time to
longer, and you are disqualified from the
getting ill as you approach the big day.
remainder of the test. So, make sure that hit the bathroom. Additionally, you want to
Since a cold can last 10-14 days, in the 2
stretch regularly and keep yourself limber
weeks before the test, you will want to take your nails are short. If you have dense
while you are waiting the 2.5 hours for
foot callouses, see a podiatrist well in
extra care to use good hand hygiene
advance to have this condition addressed. your turn.
(washing or sanitizing) when you touch
The goal of this information is to
public surfaces. Infection spreads through Finally, remember that there is no jewelry
allowed. If snagged, it can injure you and minimize injuries and increase your
contact that then contacts your nose or
success. Good luck.
others.
face. In addition, you should keep your
distance from others that are coughing or
Dragon’s Den
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Tang Soo Do Word Search
By Teresa Otto, E Dan

Translate the following words into English to find them in the word search.
DWI
YUP
SIP
OH
YASOT
SAM
AHP
YOL
TORA
CHIL
Dragon’s Den
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How to Prepare for Black Belt Camp
If you are reading this to get some
tips to attend your first Black Belt Camp, a
hearty congratulations to you! You have
worked hard and have made a lot of
sacrifices to get to this point. Now it is
time for you to reap one of the many
benefits of being a Cho Dan Bo in the
World Tang Soo Do Association. Black
Belt Camp is one of my favorite TSD
events. It is a gathering of all Cho Dan
Bos and Black Belts in Region 8. It is
getting to be quite the reunion. As with
any time spent away, proper packing will
ease your adventure. You have filled out
your application and submitted it before
the deadline. Bring the camp schedule
with you and keep it with you at all times
so you can refer to the itinerary as
needed—especially when it comes to
deciding which breakout sessions you
would like to attend.
As far as packing, a checklist is
provided at the end of the Parents’ Guide
for Youth Camp, available with the online
registration materials. Some important
items are highlighted here as well. Pack
some hydrating liquid of your choice or
water and plenty of it. You will need this,
especially if it is very hot. Healthy snacks
are also advised since you do not eat right
away in the mornings. Also, bring a basic
pain reliever in case you strain a muscle,
get a headache, etc. in addition to any
other medication you need on a daily
basis. Sunblock is always a necessity
unless it’s raining all day both days. You
will be outside for long periods of time.
When applying sunblock—this is

important—besides your face and hands,
LOTION THE TOPS OF YOUR FEET
AND THE “V” OF YOUR NECK FROM
YOUR UNIFORM! Each year someone
forgets to do this and it’s very
uncomfortable for days.
It is always a challenge as to what to
do with your room key while training.
Some bring small waist bags, others pin
their room key to their uniform (yikes),
others put it on a lanyard around their
neck, etc. I bring a small bag and keep
essentials on hand at all times; key, lotion,
water, Motrin, etc. Find a way to keep
track of the room key; if you lose it, it’ll
cost you as much as $70 to get another!
As far as footwear, bring comfortable
shoes. These should be shoes you can
do TSD in while wearing your dobohk.
Bring another pair of shoes to wear in the
dorm, especially to and from the showers.
TSD tops/t-shirts should be worn in
the evenings to the lectures. This is not
the time or place to wear your cami or
muscle shirt alone. You can wear shorts
or pants in the evenings, your discretion—
it’s usually very warm in the gym during
these summer nights. Bring 4 t-shirts at a
minimum. A dry t-shirt never felt so good.
If you have more than one dobohk, bring
the extra too.
As far as bedding, I just bring a
sleeping bag/pillow and put it on the bed.
That way you don’t have to worry about
sheets. Or you can bring twin-size sheets
instead if you prefer. An alarm clock will
be helpful, but if you forget, ask your
neighbor to knock on your door. One of

your TSD family members will be glad to
help out. You do not want to be late to
line up at Black Belt camp.
Last, but certainly not least,
remember your protocol. By choosing to
bring TSD in your life, you have willingly
agreed to embrace its foundation. TSD is
based on thousands of years of tradition
and protocol. There are specific ways
and procedures in addressing and
communicating with your fellow brothers
of senior/junior rank. As Black Belts and
Black Belts “in waiting,” this should be
very evident by your behavior. You
should bow to all senior rank attendees
and return any bow from junior rank. By
attending BB Camp, you have been
endorsed by your master/instructor who is
confident in your appropriate conduct.
Poor conduct by you reflects on your
master, your school, and yourself. BB
Camp is a time for celebration of your own
achievements and those around you, not
a time for embarrassment. When in
doubt, bow.
So, aside from hydration/first
aid/storage/apparel/sleeping requirements
and protocol, remember to bring the most
important thing of all, your enthusiasm
and your willingness to learn. We are all
white belts again when we go to camp.
We are there as comrades inspecting our
own achievements. You will form new
friendships and learn new things. You will
rediscover how passionate about Tang
Soo Do you really are! Enjoy yourself!

Black Belt Camp Packing Checklist

Directions to camp
Itinerary
Dobohk(s) & belt
Bong
Sparring gear
Other equipment as needed for breakout sessions
(dan gum, nunchucks, sword, cane, boards)

Rule book (if attending judging clinic)
Drinks (water, sports drinks, etc.)
Healthy snacks
Pain reliever
Daily medications, if any

Dragon’s Den

Sunscreen
Bag/pack/storage solution for room key, lotion, etc.
Comfortable shoes/sneakers for training
Shoes/sandals for dorms (to/from showers)
TSD T-shirts
Shorts or pants for evenings
Sleeping bag or twin sheets
Pillow
Towels, wash cloths, toiletries
Alarm clock
Swim suit and sports equipment (optional) for Youth
camp
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